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Ethiopian University Landscape
Ethiopia:	
  
1.1	
  mio km2
105	
  mio inhabitants
90	
  languages
2002:	
  2	
   full	
   fledged	
   universities.	
  
2018:	
  47	
  public	
   universities	
  
2016/17:	
  660,000	
  undergraduate	
   students
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Starting Point
Increasing Digital Literacy for Researchers:
- Data Carpentry
- Software Carpentry
- Library Carpentry
=> Sustainability: Libraries
Open Science Open Data Open Access:
- Sci-GaIA
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Starting Point
•

November 2017 – EthERNet hosts the UbuntuNet-Connect 2017 conference;
the special workshop Towards an African Open Science Platform Infrastructure
Framework is held as side-event
•

•

February 2018 – The NADRE Kick-off Conference is hold in Addis Ababa with
the participation of international experts
•

•
•
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Outcome: The Ministry of Education attends the workshops and announces later on the
news the decision to create a National Academic Digital Repository for Ethiopia ->
NADRE concept starts

Outcome: in March, GIZ open a tender for a service provision for the “Implementation of
the NADRE”

June 2018 – Prof. Roberto Barbera’s team’s bid won the tender -> the
implementation of NADRE starts
August 2018 – The workshop on Research Data Stewardship and eInfrastructure for Ethiopian Stakeholders was held in Gondar as a NADRE sideevent co-organized by ESC and the University of Vienna

NADRE Mission
• The National Academic Digital Repository of Ethiopia (NADRE) intends to provide
researchers, lecturers, students and stakeholders from outside of the academic world
access to all research works published by Ethiopian universities and research institutions
• AII public and private universities as well as research institutions will contribute to the
NADRE and will provide all citizens access to it
• In order to complement and feed the NADRE each Ethiopian university is encouraged to
build its own repository and to provide the Ethiopian Research and Education
Network (EthERNet) access to that university repository in order to harvest and amalgamate
publications from these repositories to a compiled National Academic Digital Repository of
Ethiopia
• Those universities that are not currently able to establish their own repository will get
support from EthERNet to deploy their own Institutional Academic Repository (ADR).
However, each university will be responsible for the curation of contents stored its own ADR
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Funding

MoE

Policy

Stakeholders

Ethiopian
Universities

Objectives
1.

2.
3.
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To increase the access of academics and citizens in Ethiopia and worldwide to research
works published by Ethiopian researchers at one of the Ethiopian universities or
research institutions
To foster the dissemination of research outcomes and make them, as well as their
authors, more visible inside and outside the country
To spread completed research to other corners of the country to allow other researchers
to build on. For the time being, the NADRE will mainly include Master theses,
dissertations, journals, articles, conference proceedings as well as all works published
by researchers from Ethiopian universities and research institutions as well as from
Ethiopian researcher living abroad. AII artefacts will be published under Creative
Commons licenses and will be tagged with Digital Object Identifiers (DOls)

Responsibilities
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Workplan (1/2)
A1 – Prepare and contribute to the implementation of the Conference, including the Pre- and PostConference Workshops
• The Terms of Referenc e for this series of venues describe the content and the output/outcome (DONE,
•
•
•

check this link)
In the Pre-Conference workshop all participants have to become familiariz ed with DOls and the ORCID
IDs (DONE, check this link)
AII res earchers participating at the Conference should rec eive their ORCID IDs by the end of the
Conference (DONE)
The Post-Conference workshop participants will get trained on how to us e and maintain repos itories

(DONE, check this link)
A2 – Elaborate a Training Plan
• The reports from the Conference workshops will structure the next steps in the training to implement
and to us e the univ ersity repositories and NADRE. Detailed training plans follow for c luster universities
with s ession on remote and at place (DONE: (i) the time plan of the NADRE Training Workshops has
been defined and the agendas can be ins pected here, (ii) the time schedule of the NADRE Webinars
has also been defined and it can be inspected here)
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Workplan (2/2)
A3 – Conduct a Workshop series
At 4-5 cluster universities workshops will take place. The agenda for the workshops will be
structured in accordance to the needs of librarians and their ICT staff as discovered during the
Conference Workshops and has been analysed in the Conference workshops (DONE, the
agendas of the NADRE Training Workshops can be inspected here)
A4 – Establish a NADRE Website and Manual
A NADRE Website and Manual will compile the information necessary to use and maintain
NADRE in an efficient and sustainable way for the users (researchers and students) and the
NADRE experts (librarians and the ICT-staff). (DONE, both the Website and the Manual have
been released)
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NADRE
Kick-off Conference and Training Workshops
(https://agenda.ethernet.edu.et/category/1/)
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NADRE
Website and Manual
https://nadreweb.ethernet.edu.et
https://nadreweb.ethernet.edu.et/doc/documentation
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NADRE
The Repository
(https://nadre.ethernet.edu.et)

“FAIR”	
   Open	
   Educational	
   Resources
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Summary & Conclusions
•
•
•

•
•
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Sci-GaIA legacy is surviving well beyond the end of the project and it’s having
a durable impact on Africa research
Several Sci-GaIA Open Science Platform services have been used to
build NADRE
Besides its technical aspects – we are in the process of defining the automatic
procedure to copy contents from institutional repositories to the central one NADRE is triggering a discussion on an Ethiopian National Open
Access/Data/Science Policy which is currently in preparation
NADRE services are FAIR and they can be “cloned & customized”
wherever needed
NADRE interest is actually going beyond the Ethiopian borders: we are
supporting the Rwanda Association of Local Government Authorities (RALGA),
and have started discussions with the Human Resource Development Council
(HRDC) Botswana.

What worked
•
•
•
•
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Increasing digital literacy for researchers: R-Ladies as an umbrella
organisation to reach out to the campus
Dissemination at the campus: Librarians trained as service providers for
researchers: Carpentry instructors, Data analysts, Data stewards, counterparts
of researchers
Librarians involved in the development of Open Science policy and strategy for
Ethiopia
Hands-on workshops on implementation of NADRE and Data Stewardship

Challenges Ahead
•
•
•
•
•

Feeding NADRE: 47 universities to upload master and PhD thesis, research
projects (data and publications)
Support of Researchers: librarians as research counterparts of researchers
Qualification of data analysts: cooperation with TVET colleges
Implementation Open Data Open Science Open Access policies and strategies
Raising awareness of:
•
•
•
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the importance of repositories for the economic development of the nation
Capturing the knowledge of the Nation
Contributing to the development of pan-African interests and the African continent

Thank you.
https://nadreweb.ethernet.edu.et
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